The class
You can find this class and all our other English classes on our YouTube channel.

Language quiz
Now let’s practise what you learned in this lesson! Correct the errors in these sentences.

Here’s an example:

*I like both dresses but Sheila's is beautifuler.*

Answer

*I like both dresses but Sheila's is more beautiful.*

1. Delicious! Your cooking is getting better and more.
2. The Eiffel Tower in Paris is taller then Big Ben in London.
3. We both bought designer bags but mine was expensive than his.
4. I think it's easier to learn a language if you live in the country.
5. Hugh feels tireder than yesterday. He didn't sleep well.
6. My dad says the economy is becoming bad and bad.

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
**Speaking and writing practice**

Now it’s time to practise writing and speaking! Here are some adjectives. Turn them into comparatives and then write some sentences by yourself or have a conversation with a friend.

*b*ig  *n*ew  *d*elicious  *l*ight  *m*odern  *m*iserable  *t*asty  *t*ired

**Example**

*A*: My apple is **bigger** than yours.
*B*: Yes, but mine is **more delicious**!

Remember to pay attention to the comparative form when you speak/write.

**Answers to exercise on page 1**

1. Delicious! Your cooking is getting better and **better**.
2. The Eiffel Tower in Paris is taller than Big Ben in London.
3. We both bought designer bags but mine was **more** expensive than his.
4. I think it's **easier** to learn a language if you live in the country.
5. Hugh feels **more tired** than yesterday. He didn't sleep well.
6. My dad says the economy is becoming **worse** and **worse**.